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A[arrgh]nalysis 
Original Data Sheet

Collecting information about such an interesting topic 

was a breeze. Figuring out how much I actually had was 

the real challenge. Since the majority of what I gathered 

was qualitative, the amount I actually amassed was far 

greater (at least twice as much) than what I actually 

needed. This was very apparent when I began adding 

copy to my poster iterations.















A[arrgh]nalysis 
Rough Physical Sketches

I began sketching sans-graph and tacked many different 

types of compositions and hierarchies before finding 

a spacial system. When I did get around to apply said 

system, I came up with a few markedly different layouts 

to choose from.



A[arrgh]nalysis 
Rough Physical Sketches



A[arrgh]nalysis 
Rough Digital Iterations
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Working Visual Systems Page
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Typeface of Choice : Univers

You may be looking at this sheet right now and 
wondering “Why Univers? Why not Baskerville or 
some other Old-Style typeface that looks like it was 
wrenched from an 18th century ship’s manual? 

Well, if you know anything about pirates, you are 
aware that they are thieves spurring from and preying 
on any and all cultures yet their positions could be 
arguable some of the most democratic occupations 
during the Golden Age of Piracy. Great pirate and 
privateer names came from a whole slew of 
backgrounds, such as the horrid upbringing of 
privateer-turned-pirate Captain Kidd or the prestigious 
origins of Amaro Pargo. 

Over the years, pirates have been misconstrued by 
the media and the press to the point where I, along 
with many other children, do not envision pirates as 
an amalgamation of different backgrounds with a 
solid foundation in history, but instead as its own 
fantastically grubby and viscious sea-faring culture, 
homogenous and predictable. 

Univers allows the reader to distance themselves 
from the pre-established visage of pirate stereotypes 
that have been heavily enforced and let the mind 
create the image in which the informaton fortells. It 
has a wide variety of weights to allow for a great 
variety of uses and harkening back to how many 
different types of pirates there are under the blanket 
term of ”pirate”.

Typeface of  Choice : Baskerville

Baskerville is a wonderful choice for A[rrgh]nalasys because it is 
a trustworthy oldstyle serif  font that has a sizable amount of  
weights and is both legible in body text and as title pieces.

Imagery

All imagery in the final product will be created by 
yours truly through means of rough sketching and 
Adobe Illustrator. This is meant to push my digital 
craft as an artist and create resizable, reusable 
graphics for later.

The final look of the imagery is yet to be determinied 
but I guess it will be fairly simplistic.

Every image will have a reference, but the final 
product should not look identical to said references.

Graph

The Graph chosen mimics the contrast between a 
boat’s mast and the sky, along with the dynamic sea.

Color Palette

Reds and blues will be the most prominent 
elements, with red communicates violence, vitality 
& energy, while blue portrays the dark and 
tempestuous sea. Yellow may be used to portray 
gold elements, such as the Escudo, the finish on the 
cutlass’s hilt or the idea of the Golden Age of Piracy. 
It can also pair with the red to bring extra warmth or 
emphasis to a certain area on the page. 

Green may be incorporated if flag colors need to be 
replicated. Overall, it is predicted to be used the 
least.

Pirates are often associated with browns and light 
tans of weathered wood and worn parchment. 

With this new palette, I look towards a more 
vivacious, yet still more intense and masculine color 
palette, with the reds and blues slightly desaturated 
to vaguely reflect similarly colored fabrics of the 
Golden age of Piracy.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation 
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A[arrgh]nalysis

Throughout the process of this project I kept a basic 

visual systems page in an effort to collect aesthetic 

pieces and justifications in a separate document. I 

stopped revising this page in an effort to shrink my file 

size after the seventh iteration (right). Below are two 

previous sheets from my first iteration (bottom left) and 

my fifth iteration (bottom right).



A[arrgh]nalysis 
User Surveys and Notes







A[arrgh]nalysis 
User Test Overview

 
Reflective Plactice

When conducting my user surveys, I attempted to bring 

as much variety as I could to the results. I often brought 

a physical version of the infographic to accompany the 

physical slip on all occasions except for one when it was 

shown on a monitor.  

After obtaining consent to survey, I made sure to inform 

the subject that they could not give a wrong answer, 

etc. I would show the subject the questions and let them 

read if they would like. During that time I would mount 

the physical poster if available.  I then stand a few feet 

back and quietly observe.

At the beginning of this user test exercise, I knew that 

something about my poster was off. The parts work 

individually, but they do not seem to be cooperating as a 

whole. On one hand, you could see this as a dissection of 

my subject matter through topic images, lending to the 

title of A[aargh]nalysis, but there is more to it than just 

that. There is no point of entrance for this poster since 

every ‘macro’ image carries about the same amount 

of visual weight. Even though the poster relies on all 

of these topics, it is clear that one has to come forward 

or a larger entity must be created to bring everything 

together. However, very little response was given until I 

began handing out user surveys.

The most prevalent critique I was given was not that 

anything in particular was bad per-se, but that there was 

nothing to draw them in and nothing to draw the macro 

images together. Not only should a “mother” graphic be 

created, it should also convey the fact that this poster is 

about pirates. With this input, I must look into the best 

options to create such a graphic and discuss said options 

with my peers and my professors for the best result.



A[arrgh]nalysis 
Final Poster

On my last few days of this project it was suggested that 

I try a color background of some sort, particularly a light 

tan with a soft vignette. Throughout this entire project 

I was opposed to any visual factor that might give off 

the stereotypical vibe but I was desperate to find a way 

to eliminate that “unfinished” vibe from what I had at 

the time. It shouldn’t be surprising that tan can be used 

to make a piece and the experience of seeing such an 

immense improvement was truly humbling for me. 

The final size of this poster is 28” x 44”.

The intended audience is still intended to be more adult 

with a vibrant, childish, inquisitive outlook on life and 

interests (“kidult”).



A[arrgh]plication 
Rough Physical Sketches

My rough physical sketches dealt more with how to 

actually apply the work rather than what the work 

contained. This didn’t mean that my sketches were 

unimportant. They helped establish my priorities for 

designing the application with the wrap being first 

in line for implementation. I also contemplated the 

incorporation of digital illustrations and how they could 

tie into the character and use of the material.

From my drawings and bottle measurements, I 

concluded that the wraps should be 22 cm x 7.5 cm.



A[arrgh]plication 
Rough Digital Sketches

When creating rough digital sketches, I kept the idea 

of incorporating pre-existing illustrations in the back 

of my head, yet I tried to explore different aesthetics 

and messages for each wrap. In terms of implementing 

factual information, I decided that the main purpose 

of this piece was to entertain yet I could weave a witty 

comment and/or fact into the warning on the back. 

Ultimately, I wanted the label to come across as fun, 

fresh, cool, witty and maybe even crude.



A[arrgh]plication
First Mockup Run

Before submitting the final mockup, I had my 

intermediate project evaluated by upperclassmen. They 

had plenty of advice for me ranging from what they 

believed was the most successful wrap to simple ways 

in which I could implement a visual system for multiple 

wraps. Since both the upperclassmen and my peers had 

mixed preferences but overall positive reviews, I pushed 

forward with not just one but multiple wraps.



A[arrgh]plication
Second Mockup Run

Right before I completed my application, I decided to 

convene with my professor and get her feedback. Plenty 

of suggestions were made with the most notable being 

to attempt to swap the subtitle and beer type, fix the 

justified type or rag it instead, scrap Like a Fist to the 

Face and change Dead On The Rocks to a beer.



A[arrgh]plication
“Wrapping it up”
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“Wrapping it up”



A[arrgh]plication
“Wrapping it up”



During this semester, I have been challenged to think in 

a critical manner about any and all design choices that I 

have made, with this assignment allowing for the bulk of 

the work. 

Gathering information was a relatively smooth but 

enlightening experience. I was very happy that I could 

research the subject of my choosing, yet making the 

choice of focusing on pirates left me with very few 

numerical facts on my data sheet. On the flip-side, 

quantifying my qualitative information was confusing 

at times, but my choice of qualitative over quantitative 

information turned out to be in my favor as many of my 

“points” could be split in at least two or three different 

parts. Visually, some could become four or more. 

It took a bit of a push to create data visualizations but I 

had to cut down on the copious amount of body copy 

I had on my poster at the time. It didn’t take long to 

find plenty of fun opportunities to help the audience 

understand what the body copy was really about. By 

transforming gathered facts into pictorial elements I 

realized that (with the idea of what constituted as a single 

fact being so flexible) I could easily be working with 

twice or three times the information I needed.

This semester’s workload would have been much 

more challenging if it wasn’t for the helpful input of my 

professor and peers over what seemed to be a copious 

amount of critique sessions. Yet even though plenty of 

the feedback was considered, critique at this stage in the 

metaphorical game offered a bit of difficulty now that 

the students are developing more of a footing in design. 

This meant that I would sometimes get vastly different 

responses between two students or the student body and 

the professor. I, being rather skeptical of how cemented I 

was in my design opinion, often felt like the battle of the 

proposed design directions could only be resolved by the 

people who were giving the critique.

On the contrary I, as the creator of my projects and 

my application, have the final say of what is to be 

implemented. Clientele can be chaotic in a very similar 

way, but it is crucial that I keep a level head and choose 

the most efficient, effective solutions to portray within 

reason. At the end of the day I am the one stuck with the 

coursework and I should feel content in my decisions and 

overall investment in the piece if I am to ever consider 

having it in my portfolio.

A[arrgh]nalysis 
Reflection


